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Abstract
File systems have evolved tremendously over the past six
decades. However, that evolution has been lopsided: the storage management of file systems has evolved but the name
space has not.
The hierarchical file system name space was proposed as
part of Multics in 1965 and what they described is fundamentally what is used today. However, storage capacity has
exploded — and continues to grow at a rate of 2.5 zettabytes
per year. The vast majority of this is stored in general purpose file systems.
The failure of the namespace to evolve has made much of
that data inaccessible to us. The Human Computer Interaction (HCI) community has been pointing out its inadequacies
for decades yet the systems community has failed to expand
the capabilities of file systems to enable the development of
viable alternatives to an ever-growing pool of files.
Thus, the research question that I am exploring as the core
of my PhD: how do we move beyond the current model and
create a rich class of useful mechanisms to enable us to find
what we are looking for in our ever-growing collection of
files.
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INTRODUCTION
Facts do not cease to exist because they are ignored.Proper
Studies
Aldous Huxley (1927)

Just like facts, our files do not disappear simply because
we choose not to find them. We have long since reached the
point at which the volume, size, and diversity of our data
is beyond the ability of most users to find the specific data
they need.
Web-based search engines permit us to find a vast trove
of useful information. However, it seems unlikely that users
will want to publish their information publicly simply to
allow web search indexing yet there is no economic model
for indexing private user data at present.

Another approach is to construct search services, but they
suffer from a myopic view of how we should search for files as
they focus on attributes of our files, when also want to track
and manage the relationships between our files. While we can
certainly add some relationship information at the systems
level — such as is done by provenance systems, for example
— we do not have the full context of those relationships.
Similarly, if we, as systems researchers, pick a specific set
of pre-defined relationships to support, it seems likely that
we will choose incorrectly — we will not capture the vast
array of useful relationships beyond our current ability to
envision. Thus, we should explore ways in which we can
permit users and their tools to create and manage those
relationships; the file system then provides a vehicle for
storing them, retrieving them, and permitting them to be
explored. In that way we enable the broader development of
better models for mining our data.
Prior work has established that a rich name space is of
primary value to users. Applications do not benefit from hierarchical structured name spaces, as is demonstrated by
non-hierarchical file systems optimized for distributed file
systems [26] and key/value stores [6, 12, 13, 17, 18, 21, 25,
30, 33, 36, 41, 46, 51, 53, 56, 63, 65, 74, 94, 115, 117, 118, 120].
Indeed, having applications create content that users cannot directly access yet exist within the hierarchical name
space slows down brute-force searching without yielding
any additional utility.
Unlike applications, users need some form of structure for
finding their data. Unfortunately, they are ill-served by the
hierarchical name space as it forces them to limit them to
tagging within the names of their files and directories.
Further confounding this is the division of data into “structured” and “unstructured”: the former meaning data stored
in a database, while the latter means data stored in a file
system. The lines between these is not always clear: we have
file systems implemented on top of databases [83], databases
that provide storage of “semi-structured” data, culminating
in the “data lake” [106], which looks surprisingly like a file
system. In many cases, this “data lake” is generated data: log
files, customer data, sales data. Often business oriented and
while useful to some, it is not the ordinary users’ interest.
If we instead consider a file system that manages relationships between our files, we realize that hierarchical file
systems capture one relationship: the contains relationship.
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Thus, my research question: How can we transform operating systems to enable providing a generalized mechanism for
tracking data relationships? Driving this are related questions
from other fields: what relationships are needed in order to
provide enhanced search mechanisms for users? How do
we enable the ability of a new class of tools that present
user data in a way that is more effective for users? What services should we provide to applications to enable embedding
relationship information?
I propose a possible Graph File System in §4. In §3 I describe work to construct a framework for exploring both
compatibility and extensibility for file systems.

2

BACKGROUND

The concept of an hierarchical file system has existed for
decades. An early Multics paper describes it in 1965 [16].
However, this early work also suggests the authors understood the hierarchical structure’s limitations as they introduced their inclusion of the link concept, converting their
tree into a graph.
Other operating systems adopted the hierarchical namespace model as well, including TENEX [78] and UNIX [89].
Ultimately, the hierarchical file system name space became
the de facto norm.
The need to find information based upon content — not
provided by the hierarchical name space file systems — is
identified early on: in UNIX one of the 14 critical programs
listed is the permuted index server. This is more remarkable
given that most of the other tools were explicit programming
tools [89].
Prior work argues the hierarchical structure is not workable for many users. The body of HCI research in this area
is deep, showing that it works for, at most, a subset of people [93, 111, 112]
Thus, both the current structure of file systems information and the need to be able to find files based upon something other than the name of the file are long-standing concerns. As the number of files has grown, the challenges for
simply finding existing material has also grown. Further
aggravating the extant situation is the proliferation of the
types of information that are also being produced. Each new
application can potentially have its own new data format.
Prior file systems level work has focused primarily on a
semantic model. Early work in this area proposed building
semantic file systems [27], though there were certainly other
more nuanced approaches considered [77]. This has become
the approach to the problem in the web search world, where
users are now familiar with and comfortable with a number
of features (e.g., search) and behaviors (e.g., variable results
from identical searches) [34, 73, 93, 96].
The systems community has echoed the HCI community
in noting that hierarchical file systems have exceeded their

useful life [95]. Despite this, the pragmatic reality is that
any effective proposal to add functionality to the file systems requires compatibility. A number of past projects have
focused on extending functionality on top of existing interfaces [14, 70, 85, 119].
A more interesting approach to the problem arises as you
consider the problem akin to a social graph. While trees are
a form of graph, by envisioning files as being vertices in a
graph and the relationships between the files as edges we
see a potentially new way of looking at file systems [19].
Graphs have an attractive expressive richness that is attractive: the existing hierarchical model is just a restricted graph.
Interesting models, such as the source code tracking system
git, use a graph to map the changes in files over time. More
general models of provenance can be expressed as graphs as
well [87, 99, 100, 108].
The need for better file system name spaces is well-established.
Search utilities are successors to the permuted index program. They permit us to find files based on content and attributes. MacOS X has spotlight, which provides an extensible, index-driven search service [5]. Similarly, Windows
offer its own extensible service [75]. These enable searching
based upon attributes including file suffix, date, size, etc.,
and context-sensitive content (such as music files by artist,
composer, song title, or even rights). They do not provide
the ability to search by relationship.
Tag Systems are an approach to improving hierarchical file
systems searchability [2–4, 14, 24, 39, 48, 49, 57, 79, 85, 109].
Automatic tagging systems have become a more common
approach here as manual tagging by users has proven to
be impractical [102, 103]. The addition of semantic information [4, 15, 19, 23, 27, 29, 31, 34, 39, 59, 67, 69–71, 80, 84, 85,
105, 114] is useful but falls short of addressing the fundamental need to understand data relationships, because like more
conventional systems, these semantically-aware approaches
still focus on the file, not on the relationships between the
files. As such, they are simply an add-on to the hierarchical
model, not a replacement for it. Such approaches can provide
useful functionality in our graph file system model as well.
Indeed, prior work has pointed this out (perhaps subconsciously) by saying “How many of them [files] are related to
each other?” [emphasis added] [95] .

3

FINESSE

In order to provide a framework upon which I could build
a graph file system, I designed and implemented Finesse, an
extension to FUSE that would enable supporting traditional
POSIX file systems semantics via a kernel reflector, while
at the same time easing the ability to extend the interface
and thus enable the newer search functionality I seek to add.
To do this I modified the user mode FUSE library to support
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Figure 1: Finesse Architecture
operations from both the kernel mode driver as well as a
new user-mode message passing interface. To ensure proper
functionality, I focused on ensuring correct behavior even
when the paths are mixed. Despite a large body of prior work,
I could not find any that had attempted to use such a hybrid
approach.
To simplify the use with application programs, I constructed a binary interposition mechanism using the Linux
LD_PRELOAD mechanism, in which shared library calls
are re-routed to a secondary implementation. This permitted me to work with existing application programs, without
modification, as well as construct new applications that link
against the Finesse implementations of standard POSIX I/O
operations, and ultimately to utilize extended APIs.
This requires indirectly managing state, as supporting the
mix of both message passing and system calls required keeping the relevant state in sync between the application, the
kernel, and the FUSE library itself. This approach had the
benefit of allowing existing FUSE file systems, as well as existing applications, to work without changes. I observed that
a secondary benefit of this would be to explore improving
the performance of FUSE, as prior work has observed that
many meta-data heavy operations are expensive in the FUSE
model [110].
I modified the existing FUSE file system implementation
on Linux and augmented the low-level interface to handle requests from multiple sources. I used the existing unmodified
passthrough_ll file system sample to evaluate my work.
Figure 1 provides a high level block diagram showing the
constituent parts of Finesse. The key components are:
• Finesse Application Library (finesse-app) — this is
the set of libraries that permit explicit invocation of
Finesse functionality, or the implicit introduction of
changes using LD_PRELOAD.
• Finesse FUSE Extension (finesse-ext) — this is the
extensions I have added to FUSE.

• FUSE Library (fuse-l) — this is the existing FUSE
library, used to construct FUSE file systems.
• FUSE Kernel (fuse-k) — this is the existing FUSE
kernel driver, used to redirect file system calls to user
mode.
In this model, existing applications work without any
changes, including interception of calls. In this case, their
behavior remains the same — as if Finesse were not on the
system. Applications may employ passive augmented functionality via shared libraries, such as provided by finesseapp. Aware applications may also invoke new calls within
the finesse-app libraries that offer enhanced functionality.
If that functionality is not supported, the call is failed and
the application may either fall back to compatibility mode
or terminate operation, as appropriate.
Similarly, FUSE file systems may continue to support the
existing interfaces without modification. In that case, only
extensions added to Finesse — through finesse-ext — that
rely upon existing FUSE interface functionality would be
available. For experimental file systems, additional calls can
be added to the existing FUSE function dispatch table, and
invoked by finesse-ext as appropriate.

4

GRAPH FILE SYSTEM

My proposed file system focuses on relationships between my
files. I use an analogy between social graphs and file systems
to explore this approach. Facebook’s graph is a collection of
typed objects (e.g., users, actions, places) and associations
(e.g., friend, authored, tagged). File system objects map to
users and files; contains is, perhaps, the only association
captured in a file system. For the rest of this discussion, I treat
directories as the embodiment of the contains relationship,
not objects.
I consider two strawman implementations for elevating
relationships to first class file system objects.

4.1

File System as a Graph Database

In considering a graph based file system, first consider implementing a file system in a graph database, of which there
are many (§2). Their primary focus is the storage of graphstructured data. My focus is in the use of graph-structured
data as critical meta-data inside of a storage system. As such,
there is a mismatch in design targets between a file system
and existing graph databases: nodes in graph databases are
small; nodes in file systems are large. Graph databases tend to
favor a navigation-based API; file systems need a point query
and search API. Graph databases assume that attributes and
relationships are provided; file systems will frequently derive
attributes and relationships. These differences suggest to us
that existing graph databases are not suitable as the basis for
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Term
Definition
Uniquely identified storage unit
file
relationship
Directional file association
A binary attribute, e.g., executable
labels
Key/Value attribute
property
Table 1: Graph File Systems Terminology

a distributed pool of main memory, file systems must work
on a more limited scale and therefore cannot ensure that the
realized graph structure will fit in main memory.
As neither strawman design seems suitable for my relationshipcentric file system, I present a new model and file system
design.

4.3
Relationship Description
Similarity measure, e.g., [72]
similar
temporal relationship (e.g., versioning)
precedes
temporal relationship (e.g., versioning)
succeeds
directory/file relationship
contains
contained by directory/file relationship
derived from provenance (e.g., .o to .c)
Table 2: Graph File System Relationship Examples

file systems. Still, others with compelling reason may wish
to explore that option.

4.2

File System as Social Network

Next, consider implementing a file system in the same way
Facebook implements their social network graph. Facebook’s
original implementation stored the social graph in MySQL,
queried it from PHP, and cached the results in memcache.
More recently, Facebook introduced Tao, which is a service
that more directly implements the fundamental objects and
relationships that comprise the social graph [9]. While Tao
is specifically designed to support the widely distributed,
replicated, and rapidly changing social network scenario, it
provides the starting point for conceptualizing a data model
premised on the primality of relationships. Tao stores both
objects and associations in a MySQL database and presents
the graph abstraction via Association and Query APIs in the
caching layer. Is this a viable structure for a file system?
Unlike objects in Facebook, files are large. Although prior
work has considered using relational database [83] and other
index-based structures [97] to store files, the community
seems to have concluded that such storage is not ideal. I
agree and suggest that an RDBMS is not the desired storage
system.
What about relationships? Is it appropriate to use one
persistent representation (e.g., a relational one) and a second memory representation (e.g., a graph-structured on) or
should I use a single graph-structured representation both in
persistent store and in-memory. I propose the latter for two
reasons. First, the rumored era of non-volatile main memory
seems to be around the corner, so a modern file system design should embrace a single representation. Second, while
it is reasonable for Facebook to construct the entire graph in

Graph FS Model

I set out a basic description of my core objects in Table 1
and a demonstrative set of example relationships in Table 2.
I do not consider either of these to be exhaustive, but rather
propose them as an initial basis for discussion. The model
I present can encompass the functionality of the existing
hierarchical file system model.
Every file has a unique identifier, such as a UUID, similar
to an inode number or object ID. I do not rely upon names
as they are simply mutable properties.
A relationship is a directional association between two
files. I expect there to be far fewer relationships than files,
though many more instances of relationships (i.e., the number of edges in my graph exceeds the number of vertices).
Relationships may be either uni-directional (e.g., derived
from) or bi-directional (e.g., similar). Table 2 provides a set
of sample relationships; the universe of relationships is extensible. As in RDF, relationships are triples: two files and
the relationship.
As files have attributes in a conventional file system, both
files and relationships have attributes in a graph file system.
A label is a simple binary attribute (e.g., executable), while
a property is an arbitrary name/value pair, much like an
extended attribute, but they are native to the model, not an
afterthought.

4.4

Interface

One of the lessons from Plan 9 is that everything can be represented as a file [88]; I expect to continue with this paradigm
as it has served us well over the years. While I generally think
of files as a blob of persistent data, in fact it is useful to think
of them as abstract generators of byte stream data. This fits
well with my model of separating namespace from storage;
how the storage providers return data to us is orthogonal to
the namespace I use to retrieve it. For example, the procfs
file system creates a synthetic namespace and supports I/O
Operation
create
relate
label
set
remove

Description
Insert new file into graph
Insert new edge into graph
Insert new labels
Insert new properties
Remove something from graph

Table 3: Graph File Systems Operations
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file that came from a particular email or web site.
Figure 2 provides a simplified visualization of my graph file
system model. My inclusion of disjoint graphs captures the
notion that the system naturally supports multiple namespaces, implemented as disconnected graph components.
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Figure 2: Graph File System
operations for reading and modifying data contents of the
pseudo-files.
From the namespace perspective, my file system must
support operations that manipulate that namespace. This
includes the ability to create files, relationships, relationship
instances between files, labels, and properties. Similarly, I
need the ability to remove each of these.
This model is simple, yet powerful. It captures interesting concepts such as versioning, using relationships such as
precedes and succeeds, and provenance, using relationships
around derivation and use, and application specific relationships, such as indexes so a database system can expose the
relationship between its primary data and the corresponding
index files. Although relationships are binary, this mechanism can be used to create clusters of related files by asking
for all the vertices connected by a specific relationship.
Where do relationships, labels, and properties come from?
I identify at least the following five sources: 1) the system
itself will generate traditional attributes (e.g., size, read time)
and some relationships (e.g., contains); 2) tools that extract
meta-data from different file types [7, 103] will produce more
attributes; 3) applications will generate both attributes and
relationships; 4) users may generate attributes and relationships, although history suggests that requiring users annotate their data is not effective [102]; and 5) kernel extensions, e.g., provenance tracking systems [86] will generate
attributes and relationships.
Several interesting possibilities emerge from this design.
Hard links are multiple name properties attached to the same
file, potentially in different namespaces. Soft links are a relationship between two names. The system can capture relationships that extend beyond the file system. For example,

Aspects of Implementation

In considering a full implementation of the proposed graph
file system, I suggest novel potential ways in which I can
accomplish it. Using an object store [22] for files and attributes isolation is largely a solved problem, though some
disagree [63]. This allows me to focus on fast and efficient
graph storage and query.
Today’s systems either provide graph storage [76, 90, 116]
or graph processing [28, 47, 55, 60, 81, 91, 98], but a graph
file system needs a high performance, space-efficient, mutable and queryable native graph representation. Prior work
has found that mutable compressed sparse row representations [58, 64] meet all these requirements. Just as high
performance key/value stores are considered reasonable implementation strategies for attribute storage and management in file systems, similarly efficient structures supporting
graph storage and management should be adopted in file
systems.

5

CONCLUSION

The classic model of a file system as a simple dumb store
of “unstructured” information fails to provide a manageable
model for using and finding the vast trove of personal data
that it accumulates; this is true whether we consider it from
a strictly local perspective, or if we view it more generally
and consider the broad range of locations where personal
files are now stored, such as the cloud and mobile devices.
Thus, the existing paradigm has broken down. Users are
given almost unlimited storage, which in turn encourages
saving everything. Finding things is often done by search
and identify or brute force search mechanisms. For cases
of content that was externally obtained, it is often easier
to simply re-download it than to find where it is presently
stored.
My research focus is exploring how we can improve operating systems to provide richer semantics for identifying,
finding, and searching for file content based upon file associations as an attribute clustering mechanism. While the exact
scope of the final research remains to be determined, the
emphasis on enabling applications and ultimately users to
provide new ways of finding personal data is the core of this
research direction.
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